This paper examines and analyses current trends in the field of Internet
INTRODUCTION
The topic of Internet jurisdiction is currently gaining an unprecedented degree of attention and, while progress is being made, there are several serious hurdles in relation to which we have seen little or no progress over the past 20 years. In addition, there are new dangerous trends emerging, adding to the concerns for the future direction of Internet jurisdiction.
This paper examines and analyses current trends in the field of Internet jurisdiction, including the troubling development of overly broad claims of 'scope of jurisdiction', the increasing interest in so-called geo-location technologies, the tendency of litigants targeting Internet intermediaries, the mismatch between 'oughts' and 'cans', the increase in value clashes and the serious implications of our overreliance on territoriality. As part of the discussion, a handful of recent key judgments from around the world are analysed, and based on observations flowing from this analysis, a selection of speculations are made as to the future of Internet jurisdiction.
For those members of the academic community who are particularly fearful of anything they perceive as based on an author's own views or thinking -something lacking objectivity -this article's scope will no doubt come across as threateningly subjective. However, the reality is that the aim here is simply to describe what I, subjectively, perceive as the most important current trends in the area that broadly can be referred to as Internet jurisdiction.
To set the scene for the discussion to come, the article opens with an effort to identify and present some illustrative key projects and other initiatives currently dealing with the topic of Internet jurisdiction, as the outcomes of those projects and initiatives are likely to shape important aspects of the future of Internet jurisdiction.
INTERNET JURISDICTION -WHAT IS GOING ON?
Since the field of Internet jurisdiction to date largely has been left to a rather organic and uncoordinated development, it is now time we cut through the thick undergrowth of inconsistent approaches that has developed and tidy up this area of law. This will no doubt be a daunting, tedious, and labour-intensive task.
What is interesting and of no little significance is the fact that never before has so much attention been directed, around the world, at this area of law. Therefore, even though it becomes a rather mechanical presentation, I will here briefly bring attention to a small selection of relevant and particularly interesting projects and other initiatives that currently are seeking to address -or at a minimum, bring attention to -matters of Internet jurisdiction. If nothing else, this section showcases some of the activity in the field and should serve as a useful overview of some of the sources from which we may expect to see significant developments over the coming years.
We can here usefully start by focusing on the European context. Given a 2014 Communication from the Commission, it seems the European Union has the ambition to give attention to the issue of Internet governance, including to the topic of Internet jurisdiction. In this context, the Communication notes the significance of 'conflicts of laws and jurisdictions' and states that: Due to a range of factors, the wide scope and great ambitions of the 'judgments project' proved impossible at the time, and in late 2003, the 'judgments project' was replaced by a much narrower convention proposal, the 2005 Hague Convention on Choice of Court Agreements.
"The European Commission will launch an in-depth review of the risks, at international level, of conflicts of laws and jurisdictions arising on the Internet and assess all mechanisms, processes and tools
Importantly, in 2012, it was decided that work on the judgments project would recommence, and e-commerce is still within its proposed ambit. The Second Working Group Meeting on the Judgments Project was held at the end of February 2014. In March 2015, the Council on General Affairs and Policy of the Conference noted that the Working Group working on the judgments project had made significant progress and invited it to continue its work. 4 The outcome of this work is found in the Report of the fifth meeting of the working group on the judgments project (26-31 October 2015) with a proposed draft text resulting from the meeting. A second report was published dealing specifically with German scholarship and cases.
14 Scholarship such as this is of great value in mapping out trends-trends that then can be analysed and structured.
Finally, it should be mentioned that a rather substantial number of conferences and other events have been organised lately dealing directly with the topic of Internet jurisdiction.
Obviously this selection is rather eclectic, and there are no doubt numerous other initiatives that reasonably could have been included. But even so, the above should be enough to highlight that there is currently a strong will to make real progress in the field of Internet jurisdiction.
SIX CURRENT KEY CHALLENGES
Having noted the considerable activity in the field of Internet jurisdiction, it is probably appropriate to pose the question: what are then the challenges for serious reform and improvement in this field? In answering this question, we could point to some of the eternal themes of the field, such as the contrast between, on the one hand, the 'borderless' or at least 'borderdisregarding' nature of the Internet, and the very 'border-dependent' nature of law, on the other hand. However, in the below, I have sought to focus on current trends that are more typical for the paradigm we are in at the moment.
INCREASED LITIGATION AGAINST INTERNET INTERMEDIARIES
We all connect to the Internet via intermediaries (such as the telecommunications companies we contract with), and most of our online activities go via intermediaries such as Google or Bing search, shopping platforms such as eBay, and social media platforms such as Facebook. Thus, intermediaries are crucial both in the hardware and software context, and the fact that intermediaries play a central role in the Internet landscape is little more than a truism. However, the role they play frequently, and increasingly, puts them in the line of fire. Despite this, we seem to have some way to go before we arrive at a sensibly balanced framework for the circumstances under which Internet intermediaries are liable for content they are associated with. Yet some things seem to be beyond intelligent dispute. First of all, it is beyond intelligent dispute that certain types of content, such as child pornography materials, are indefensible, and Internet intermediaries can, and do, play an important role in the fight against such content.
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Second, while intermediaries have existed in various forms for a long time (consider e.g. newspapers, radio and TV broadcasters and even libraries), the role and function of Internet intermediaries is so fundamentally different to other types of intermediaries that they must be approached with fresh eyes free from the contamination of preconceived notions based on comparisons with the roles of other intermediaries.
Third, the diversity of types of Internet intermediaries excludes a onesize-fits-all approach. 20 Fourth, it quite clearly does not lie in the interest of Internet intermediaries to become arbiters of "good taste" or lawfulness of thirdparty content in a general sense. 21 Fifth, if a duty of ex-ante blocking or removal is to be imposed on Internet intermediaries, they are likely to, at least sometimes, be faced with deciding whether certain content is legal or illegal where it is questionable whether there are objective standards conclusively determining that question. This neatly brings us to the next topic I want to raise here, namely that of 'scope of jurisdiction'. However, before we go there, I want to stress my suspicion that we have so far only seen the beginning of the trend of Internet intermediaries being targets in litigation, and as there is no reason to think that the factors that make them 'suitable' targets for litigation will change, only sensible legal solutions are likely to improve the situation in the future.
THE ISSUE OF 'SCOPE OF JURISDICTION'
The Google Spain case is one of the most well-known examples of litigation directed at an Internet intermediary, but there are, of course, many others.
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One aspect of the Google Spain case that is particularly interesting is that the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) was not asked to consider the geographical scope of the so-called 'right to be forgotten'. Google has taken the view that the decision is not global in reach. Consequently, they decided to extend each de-listing to all EU/European Free Trade Association ccTLDs. This question has gained far less attention to date than have the other aspects of jurisdiction. However, it is a question that is increasing in importance and therefore is deserving of attention, and I predict it is a matter that will increase in prominence in the coming years. Indeed, geo-location, geo-identification, geo-blocking, geo-filtering, geo-targeting, or however we wish to refer to the technology used to pinpoint the geographical location of those active on the Internet, has made the remarkable journey of going from being ignored to being taken for granted -there has been no middle ground, "CNIL considers that in order to be effective, delisting must be carried out on all extensions of the search engine and that the service provided by Google search constitutes a single processing. In this context, the President of the CNIL has put Google on notice to proceed, within a period of fifteen (15) days, to the requested delisting on the whole data processing and thus on all extensions of the search engine." CNIL 2015, CNIL orders Google to apply delisting on all domain names of the search engine, viewed 3 June 2016, <http://www.cnil.fr/english/news-and-events/news/article/cnil-orders-google-to-applydelisting-on-all-domain-names-of-the-search-engine/>. 29 See further: Svantesson, D 2016, 'Jurisdiction in 3D -"scope of (remedial) jurisdiction" as a third dimension of jurisdiction ', Journal of Private International Law, vol. 12, no, 1, A recent Canadian decision already deals with the matter in some detail. See: Equustek Solutions Inc v Google Inc [2015] BCCA 265. [Vol. 10:1 no period during which we can point to a gradual awakening to these technologies. At the time of writing, the use of geo-location technologies is very much in the sights of the European Commission. The clearest articulation of this is found in the prominence of geo-location issues in the Digital Single Market Strategy for Europe issued in May 2015. Indeed, the prominence of geo-location issues is such that a special consultation on geo-location has been initiated. 32 Thus, the fact that geo-location is now firmly in the limelight is undeniable. Yet, it must be mentioned that geo-location technologies are, as is discussed in more detail below, still not considered to the degree one may perhaps have expected. Remaining within the EU context, we can, for example, point to the 'scope of jurisdiction' debate that has occurred in the wake of the Google Spain -'right to be forgotten' -decision. The CJEU was, as noted above, silent on the geographical scope of the right to be forgotten, or more appropriately, the right to delisting. Much could be said about the clash between different views on scope of jurisdiction that has arisen, but for our purposes here, the most interesting aspect is the fact that the debate has become so focused on toplevel domains at the expense of geo-location. This lends itself to an important observation: the use of geo-location technologies can be seen to be subjected to a two-front attack within the European Union. On the one hand, it seems that the European Commission views geo- location as an obstacle to the desired Digital Single Market, and on the other hand, the use of geo-location is being ignored (and presumably seen as inadequate) in the scope of jurisdiction debate that has followed the mentioned Google Spain case. Both these actions clearly undermine the use of geo-location technologies. More generally, in earlier Internet commentaries 33 and case law, 34 it was frequently said to be impossible to pinpoint the geographical location of those active on the Internet. Indeed, the impossibility of linking those active on the Internet to a geographical location was seen as a distinctive feature of the Internet. 35 If ever true, the development of the Internet has now rendered these statements obsolete, and despite the two-front European attack on geo-location, my prediction is that the impact, and use, of such technologies will only increase in the foreseeable future; and so will, of course, the circumvention of such technologies.
INCREASED NUMBER OF VALUE-CLASHES
Given the very nature of Internet communications, it has always been the case that such communications may result in clashes of values. Perhaps the most well-known such clash can be seen in the transatlantic dispute in the Yahoo! case. [Vol. 10:1 decision of October 2015, we were recently reminded of just how big the legal attitude gaps are also between relatively similar countries.
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These value clashes can be addressed in a number of ways, most of which are seriously damaging. For example, we could start searching for the lowest common denominator, but such a race to the strictest laws would seriously harm the Internet's usefulness. Alternatively, we could fragment the Internet into smaller components such as national Internets accessible only within defined geographical regions (such as States) each of which would be governed only by the applicable law of that region. However, that would, of course, mean the end of the Internet as we know it. A better solution would naturally be to harmonise all substantive laws. The only problem with such an approach is that it is entirely unrealistic. A slightly more realistic, yet still herculean, task is to create uniform rules, whether through an international agreement or other means, allocating jurisdiction so as to avoid value clashes.
In the end, my prediction is that the most realistic, and currently most fruitful, path forward is to aim for what I elsewhere have called 'jurisdictional interoperability'. 38 We need to start working towards ironing out the most serious value clashes by building on the substantive law of existing human rights frameworks, trade law instruments etc, at the same time as we seek to improve our laws used to allocate jurisdiction.
INCREASING MISMATCH BETWEEN 'OUGHTS' AND 'CANS'
In one of his interesting papers, von der Pfordten reminds us of the wellknown principle 'ought implies can', ascribed to Immanuel Kant. 39 Unfortunately, while not unique to the online environment, it seems that there is such a serious mismatch between 'oughts' and 'cans' in the online environment that this principle is not adhered to in the slightest.
When active online, we expose ourselves to the laws of many different states and we 'ought' to, of course, abide by all those laws. At the same time most Internet users would struggle to properly assess which states' laws apply to them in any given situation. Further, even where an Internet user 2015, Problems of Normativity, Springer International, Switzerland, p. 168. manages to ascertain which states' laws she ought to abide by, getting access to all those foreign laws, and understanding those laws, will be an unsurmountable task. Indeed, as noted by Reed, 'Ignorance of foreign law is not just common in cyberspace; it is inevitable.'
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I discuss these issues at some depth in an article published in the International Journal of Law and Information Technology. 41 For our purposes here, it suffices to note that this disturbing mismatch between 'oughts' and 'cans' is a characteristic, but undesirable, feature of our current paradigm, and that it is difficult to see how we are going to move beyond it. Looking towards the future, it is likely to be an issue we struggle with for quite some time, and again, I suspect that the path forward is to be found in the goal of 'jurisdictional interoperability'.
OUR ATTACHMENT TO TERRITORIALITY -THE GREATEST OBSTACLE
The focus on territory runs like a fil rouge throughout contemporary private, and public, international law. But its history is long: 'From ancient times a person was subject to the law of his tribe. This law followed the person wherever he moved. However, over time, both the influence of and the connection to the tribe faded. The principle of personality weakened and the principle of territory grew stronger.' 42 In other words, territoriality had come to prominence already at the fall of tribal society.
It is not my ambition here to provide a detailed history of the concept of territoriality. 43 However, it deserves to be noted that the concept of territoriality we work with today is linked to its historical origins through a steady stream of endorsements by courts, legislators, policymakers and scholars. 44 [Vol. 10:1 In some areas of law, territoriality is, if possible, even more pronounced than generally is the case. Looking at public international law, it has been noted that '[e]nforcement jurisdiction is, in international law, almost exclusively territorial'.
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Turning focus to private international law, in the context of intellectual property, the focus on territoriality is, typically, also strongly emphasised. As noted by While all of the above points to the strong position held by the principle of territoriality, there is a clearly increasing recognition that strict territoriality is ill-equipped for today's modern society. 47 This is particularly so given that society of today is characterised by constant, fluid and substantial cross-border interaction, not least via the Internet. In fact, in the Internet context, a strict application of the territoriality principle is quite simply both unworkable and destructive. Consider, for example, how cross-border data communications often transit servers in States located between the sender and the receiver. It is an undisputable fact that during such a journey, data is temporarily located in the territory of the States other than the State of the sender and the State of the receiver. Under a strict application of the territoriality principle, the States of the transit servers could claim jurisdiction.
Thus, for example, where a person in State A sends an e-book to a person in State C, she may be exposed to the jurisdiction of State B if the e-book's journey happens to pass through State B (a fact that the sender may, of course, not be able to know in advance). If the content of the e-book is illegal in State B, the sender may, with no warning or real possibility to predict it, violate State B's law. Further, the owner of the server in State B may also be violating that State's laws. Such a situation is clearly undesirable, and several examples can be found of legal solutions put in place to avoid this destructive impact of a strict application of the territoriality principle.
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In light of this, the step to accepting that data being (temporarily and/randomly) stored on a server within a State, for example, due to a multistate cloud computing arrangement, should not always give that State jurisdiction over the data, may not be so dramatic.
In light of this, it is unsurprising that we are already seeing the supreme position of the territoriality principle eroding. In his interesting article 'Rethinking Jurisdiction in International Law', Mills highlights: 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The discussion above can clearly be criticised as being too brief, too sketchy and too diverse. Such criticism would not be entirely baseless. At the same time, it must be remembered that the article was written with a rather humble goal in mind; it is to provide a snapshot of some of the key challenges we are facing currently in the context of Internet jurisdiction. Such a snapshot may be useful as an overview pointing to further readings, and it may in fact also serve as a historical record of what the challenges looked like at the start of 2016.
In any case, turning to the conclusions that can be drawn from the above, first, attention was brought to the fact that Internet jurisdiction issues currently are attracting an unprecedented level of attention. Second, the concerns stemming from the tendency of litigants targeting Internet intermediaries were discussed, and it was concluded that we have so far only seen the beginning of the trend of Internet intermediaries being target in litigation; and as there is no reason to think that the factors that make them 'suitable' targets for litigation will change, only sensible legal solutions are likely to improve the situation in the future. Third, focus was placed on the troubling development of overly broad claims of 'scope of jurisdiction', and the prediction was made that this issue will increase in prominence in the coming years. Fourth, we turned to the increasing interest in so-called geo-location technologies, and it was suggested that the impact, and use, of such technologies will only increase in the foreseeable future. The fifth issue addressed was the serious mismatch between 'oughts' and 'cans' in the online environment. In this context, I had to conclude that this disturbing mismatch is a characteristic, but undesirable, feature of our current paradigm, and that it is difficult to see how we are going to move beyond it. Finally, and most importantly, attention was brought to how our attachment to 'territoriality' represents the biggest obstacle for real progress in the field of Internet jurisdiction.
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